Case Study | GE Plastics Inventory Control
How the Use Of Lean Manufacturing
Processes Eliminated Inventory Issues
Local Production Technicians Create A Global Best Practice

A full range of Continuous Improvement Tools helps teams find better solutions
cost constraints that the team had to
work within, it was decided to keep
The GE Plastics Selkirk site had a the project in house. A global
manufacturing order information evaluation using stakeholder analysis
system called the OIS, wherein the
recording of inventory was manually
input by technicians. These manual
inputs resulted in constant shipping
errors to an on site third party local
warehouse that stored finished goods
for shipments to customers.

The Problems

In addition to finished goods errors,
the tracking of the raw material
inventory was also manually done.
Space issues in the production area
contributed to an additional critical
safety issue when unnecessary raw of key personnel in every plant
material was sent into that location. insured acceptance of the proposed
solution.

The Tools

A cross functional team made up of
production
and
warehouse
technicians, operations leaders,
systems developers and purchasing
personnel was assembled. After
developing a problem statement
which quantified the
size of the problem
using data, the team
brainstormed all the
current issues that
were causes of the
problem. The issues
were then multi
voted on and ranked
accordingly for their
impact
on
eliminating
the
inventory problems.
Several process and
value
stream
mapping sessions
were
held
so
everyone on the
team could see the
steps in the “as is”
process from beginning to end. From
these process mapping sessions the
team uncovered additional issues that
needed to be dealt with.
Now that the problem was thoroughly
understood and defined by the team,
they moved to develop a critical to
quality list, also known as CTQ’s.
Through the use of a priority matrix,
the CTQ’s were ranked and weighted
as to their importance. Several
software vendors were evaluated
against the CTQ ranking. Given the
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The Solutions
It was evident from the process maps,
that a solution to eliminate the full
scope of issues found would have to
include all the following: incoming
raw material; storage; flow to
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Business Problems
† Inventory Not Accurate
† Uncontrolled Raw Material Flow

Methodology
† Team engagement with an array of
Continuous Improvement Tools

Solu�ons
† Radio Frequency Bar Code Scanning
† Kanban pull system
† Visual Factory Operational Methods

Beneﬁts/Results
† Reduced inventory shipping errors by
over 95%
† Reduced raw material inventory by
over 6 Million dollars in 1 year

Key Tools Used
† CTQ Ranking
† Process and value stream
mapping
† Action Workout
† Visual Factory

Who is GE Plastics?
production; usage; and finished
goods tracking. A radio frequency
(RF), barcode scanning system was
decided to be the ultimate solution.
Hardware quotes for RF technology
along with detailed scope documents
for system coding were developed by
the team leaders and sent to
potential suppliers.
Although inventory accuracy was the
most important CTQ for the
leadership, from the technicians point
of view, their most important CTQ

GE Plastics was the General Electric
branch of plastics manufacturing, and
was part of the GE Industrial division.
GE Plastics was a major supplier to
industries as diverse as auto making to
electronics and appliances.
For 2006, the plastics division reported
about $6.6 billion in revenue. In 2007
GE Plastics Division was sold to SABIC
for $11.6 billion. SABIC is the largest
public company in Saudi Arabia.

Problem Solved.
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was ease of scanning. This translated
to one scan per box or pallet. The
technicians were involved with the
design of the finished goods label so
that it included a field with only one
barcode to be scanned. That one scan
included all the pertinent information
necessary for inventory control. This
new label went on to be used by every
single manufacturing plant in the
world--a success not possible without
the use of stakeholder analysis and a
high level of communication.
On the raw material side, a kanban pull
system was instituted. Raw materials
were only sent up to the operation
when the kanban inventory level
produced a trigger.
As the system coding progressed and
prototypes were developed, live
action workouts were conducted to
get immediate feedback from the
actual users on how to make it better.
Changes were suggested and
evaluated and the coding team would
make them that night. This ultimately
lead to a very high acceptance level by
The Results
the production technicians of the new
system and processes.
The implementation of RF technology
eliminated manual data entry which
Visual Factory methodology was
● reduced inventory shipping errors
implemented to ensure solid training
by over 95%.
was available to everyone in
production.
Lean
manufacturing
kanban
improvements allowed for the

creation of a process in operations
that
● reduced raw material inventory
by over six million dollars in one
year.
Leadership stakeholders support for
the teams success, coupled with the
implementation teams focus on
continuous improvement of the
evolving designed system, resulted in
a high level of satisfaction by both
operations and leadership.

About CPS Facilitation
CPS Facilitation has decades of
experience eliminating constraints in
manufacturing through the use of
continuous improvement tools. We
take lean business practices to the
next level by ensuring maximum
value creation by aligning them with
your
organizations
strategic
objectives.
Visit our website to see how we help
accomplish similar results for you.
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